Key words: RNA 3D structure, structure prediction, molecular modeling
The anchor-tag has an optional parameter id, which can be used for specifying the sequence of the anchors. By default, <anchor>-tags are processed in order of appearance.
Finally, each command requires a query:
<query>SEQUENCE</query>, with SEQUENCE being a nucleotide sequence, wildcards are allowed
The <query>-tag has three optional parameters: k, force, and mcsearch. The parameter k specifies the tolerated number of mismatches, force denotes whether suitable candidate loops with a different sequence than the query shall be artificially mutated to match the query sequence. The parameter mcsearch, if set to true, allows a valid MC-Search script (for details see e.g. http://major.iric.ca) to be submitted instead of the query sequence. By default, k is set to 0, force to false, and mcsearch to true.
The optional <remodel>-tag specifies, whether loop candidates should be mutated into its enclosed sequence.
<remodel>SEQUENCE</remodel>,
where SEQUENCE has to be a non-wildcard nucleotide sequence. 
